Host John A says:
******** Continue Pharaoh Mission ********  
                         " The Duel"

XO Starks says:
@:: On mock Klingon bridge ::

CSO Stidd says:
@:: Enters the "Klingon Bridge" and awaits his orders from the Admiral::

XO Starks says:
@CSO Stidd: welcome aboard

Ens Fada says:
:: at flight control aboard the mock Pharaoh - a strange seat to sit in since the death of the regular Flight Control Officer ::

CO McPhee says:
::looks around with wide eyes::

CTO Horn says:
::On bridge of the fake Pharaoh::

CTO Horn says:
CO: Nobody wants you for our CO so I am going to give you a choice. You can give me command of the ship, sit there and learn something, and I will ensure that you will pass this test. Or, you can keep command and fail and never see the bars. Choice is yours.

CNS Janan says:
::Arrives on the simulated bridge looking flustered::

CO McPhee says:
::glances at the CNS and then at the CTO::

Host Admiral K’rust says:
@ :: beams into the simulation in full battle gear::

Ens Fada says:
:: notices the Counselor enter the bridge, with... a beautiful dress on instead of a uniform ::

CO McPhee says:
::murmurs to self:: Oh, this is bad...really bad...

XO Starks says:
@CSO: according to orders you'll be manning the Sensors and security stations, sounds like the Klingon version of an OPS console to me ::grins::

CO McPhee says:
Computer: Send command codes to Chief Tactical Officer Horn.

CNS Janan says:
::totally not dressed correctly for this occasion, gives the CTO a questioning look:: CO/CTO: How about we try some teamwork here?

CSO Stidd says:
@XO: I believe I can handle it.

XO Starks says:
@ CSO: of that I have no doubt

CTO Horn says:
CNS: The Captain will be able to pass this test and I want him to have his Admiral bars. He is a bad Captain, but would make a good Admiral, sitting behind a desk

CSO Stidd says:
@:: Steps over to the board and begins working it like an old timer::

CTO Horn says:
CO: You made the right choice.

CTO Horn says:
::Prepares her panel for battle::

CNS Janan says:
::blinks:: CTO: I am not sure I entirely agree with your statement but as it is a tactical situation ::shrugs:: What would you like me to help with.

CO McPhee says:
::head twitches at the comment from his unlikely friend::

Host Admiral K’rust says:
@ :: taps comm badge :: *All*  Ready people? We begin at time index 0015. The Pharaohs mission is to seek and destroy a renegade Bird of Prey.

XO Starks says:
@ ::moves behind the weapons console and beings to get familiar with it ::

CO McPhee says:
::shrugs at the Counselor:: CNS: Can you run the science station?

CTO Horn says:
CNS: Can you man OPS?

Ens Fada says:
:: ensures Flight Control is at optimum readiness ::

Host Admiral K’rust says:
@Aloud: Computer! resume program!

CNS Janan says:
::nods:: CTO: Either but anything goes to wrong and I am done for it is not exactly in my field of expertise.

CTO Horn says:
ALL: Here we go.

CTO Horn says:
CNS: that is all right. Just do your best

CTO Horn says:
ALL: Red Alert. All hands to battle stations.

CTO Horn says:
ALL: Secure the ship. Shut down any non-emergency emissions. Short-range sensors on priority. Impulse engines prepare for tight maneuvering. Warp speed on stand-by. Arm phasers. Load torpedo tubes. Someone get me a cup of coffee.

CNS Janan says:
::goes over to the OPS Console and checks it out, nodding as she remembers basic training::

Ens Fada says:
:: initiates red alert ::

Host Admiral K’rust says:
ACTION: On the Pharaoh bridge red alert sounds at the same time the Klingon bridge goes dim and to cloak mode

XO Starks says:
@ ADM: Weapon systems and cloaking device ready and standing by sir

CO McPhee says:
::grips the arms of the hard chair::

CSO Stidd says:
@:: Works the controls, then reconfigures them to a more logical setup::

CNS Janan says:
::slaves the science station to the OPS console and starts scanning the area::

CTO Horn says:
FCO: Forward 1/2 impulse

Host Admiral K’rust says:
@XO: excellent James...

Ens Fada says:
CTO: Aye, Captain... uh, I mean ... Sir.

CO McPhee says:
CTO: Good work, Lt. I'll see that you make commander for this. Good team work.

CTO Horn says:
CNS: Keep a constant scan for any power fluxes around the ship

Host Admiral K’rust says:
@CSO: Mr. Stidd, are we fully cloaked?


Ens Fada says:
:: brings engineering panels up ::

CSO Stidd says:
@Adm: We are, sir and everything is running at max efficiency.

CTO Horn says:
ALL: Typical tactic would be for the BOP to come up from our weak side. Keep monitoring our aft sections.

Ens Fada says:
CNS: Would you initiate scans for Tachyons?

Host Admiral K’rust says:
@XO: check this out Jimmy....

CTO Horn says:
::Looks down at her own panel and looks for anything that might show where it is.::

CNS Janan says:
::nods to the CTO and initiates the scans::

XO Starks says:
@ ADM: sir?  ::moves to Captain's side

Host Admiral K’rust says:
@FCO: Full emergency stop! Then reverse at full impulse, same trajectory!

Ens Fada says:
CTO: I've brought up their last known position, before cloaking, sir.  It is on screen

Ens Fada says:
:: searches her mind for possible tactics ::

Host Admiral K’rust says:
@XO: Watch them waste a volley...

CO McPhee says:
All: Klingons won't back down. I know that much. K'Rust is out for blood.

CTO Horn says:
FCO: Thank you. They most likely won’t stay there. But just in case, maneuver to that area

XO Starks says:
@ ADM: they are scanning for our engine Ion trail…

CSO Stidd says:
@::Raises an eyebrow at the Adm's tactics::

Host Admiral K’rust says:
ACTION: The ion trail appears to be obvious on the Pharaoh bridge

CTO Horn says:
::Pushes a few buttons on her panel to prepare a little surprise for the BOP::

XO Starks says:
@ :: moves back to weapons station ready to power weapons at the de-cloak command::

Ens Fada says:
:: well, we know the Admiral will wish to make a fool of McPhee... ::

Ens Fada says:
CTO: Aye, sir.  

Ens Fada says:
CTO: Speed, sir?

CO McPhee says:
::sees the trail pop up on a tactical display:: CTO: There he is! Blast him! Full spread!

CTO Horn says:
FCO: 3/4 impulse

CSO Stidd says:
@Adm: I can prepare a scattering Ion field for after their wasted volley, sir.  That should blind them temporarily.

CTO Horn says:
ALL: Belay that.

Ens Fada says:
CTO: Three-quarters impulse, Aye.

Ens Fada says:
:: ignoring McPhee's outburst ::

CTO Horn says:
I want them in my sights before I fire

CTO Horn says:
ALL:

CNS Janan says:
Self: I think he will be plotting a trap somewhere for us ::intensifies the scans making sure he is not trying to lead them to the wrong location somehow::

CO McPhee says:
::a circle of sweat begins to form under the arm of McPhee's uniform::

XO Starks says:
@ ADM: they are hesitating



Host Admiral K’rust says:
@CSO: Mr. Stidd: prepare as many probes as you can to emit Tachyon bursts, launch in a pattern to blanket this area of space, at least a million Klicks radius

Ens Fada says:
CTO: Is there a weapon of low yield that may make them momentarily visible to us?  a weapon, or perhaps some type of gas...

CTO Horn says:
CNS: Can you send out a Tachyon burst out?

CTO Horn says:
CNS: That might show their location

CNS Janan says:
::nods:: CTO: I can't see why not, give me one minute.

Host Admiral K’rust says:
@ XO: I see that, James . Let's provoke them shall we?

XO Starks says:
@ ADM: aye aye

Ens Fada says:
CTO: That's too well known by now... he will have covered that contingency I fear.  Sirs.

CSO Stidd says:
@Adm: Yes sir.  ::Prepares the probes and sets all the bursts for random sequence::

Host Admiral K’rust says:
@ CSO: How long on the probes?

CTO Horn says:
FCO: Need to rule out all options first. Sometimes the simplest ones are more effective

CNS Janan says:
::her fingers race across the consol and then she nods:: CTO: It is done.

CSO Stidd says:
@Adm: 2 min sir.

CO McPhee says:
CTO: Can we just out wait him? Make him come to us instead. That might be safe...

CTO Horn says:
CNS: Anything on sensors?

Ens Fada says:
CTO: Yes, Ma'am.

XO Starks says:
@ CSO: will we have to drop cloak to launch those probes Stidd?

Host Admiral K’rust says:
@ Helm: High Energy Turn! Attack vector alpha full impulse!

CNS Janan says:
CO: Safe with that Admiral? I doubt it somehow, but definitely interesting.

CSO Stidd says:
@Adm: I am setting them for random emissions.  We should not need to decloak sir.

CTO Horn says:
CO: Old tactic I learned. If you know someone is killing you, go out and kill them first

Host Admiral K’rust says:
@ :: smiles an evil smile:: XO: It does not matter

CSO Stidd says:
@Adm: Probes ready.

CNS Janan says:
::chuckles:: CTO: We have to find them to kill them unless you want to send out a full spread phaser fire?

Host Admiral K’rust says:
@CSO: Launch!

Host Admiral K’rust says:
ACTION: The BOP turns in a gut-wrenching move to face the Pharaoh

CSO Stidd says:
@:: Launches the probes and watches their trajectories on the scanners::

Host Admiral K’rust says:
@XO: De-cloak and fire when we reach 60,000 Km!

CSO Stidd says:
@Adm: Probes launched.  50% are now in position the other 50% will be there in 1.742 min.

CO McPhee says:
::sees the multiple trajectories:: All:: Good Lord! Shields! Shields!

XO Starks says:
@ ADM: AYE SIR!

Ens Fada says:
CO: Shields went up when we initiated Red Alert, sir.

CTO Horn says:
::Sees blips on her sensors:: FCO Evasive maneuvers

Ens Fada says:
:: snickers ::

CNS Janan says:
::is sensing the others around her and looks slightly unnerved before quickly regaining her composure as the console goes wild with the Sensor information::

Ens Fada says:
CTO: Got it, sir.

Host Admiral K’rust says:
ACTION: The probes begin to burst, spreading Tachyons throughout local space and obscuring the Pharaohs sensors

Ens Fada says:
:: initiating evasive maneuvers and reinforcing shields ::

CTO Horn says:
CNS: Are the blips the BOP or something else?

CSO Stidd says:
@Adm: They are taking evasive maneuvers Beta 3-5 sir.

CNS Janan says:
::curses slightly under her breath:: Self: Nice move.

XO Starks says:
@ CSO: distance?

Ens Fada says:
Computer: Extrapolate the source of these multiple targets.

CNS Janan says:
CTO: Something else I think it is too wide spread for the BOP and it is not helping the sensors.

CTO Horn says:
OPS: Understood.

CTO Horn says:
FCO: Thank you

Ens Fada says:
CTO: I think we've found them!  Calculating...

CSO Stidd says:
@XO:62,000 and closing fast

Host Admiral K’rust says:
ACTION: An answer forms on Fada's screen

CTO Horn says:
FCO: send co-ordinates to my panel

Ens Fada says:
CTO: I have their position, sir.   Sent to your screen.

CTO Horn says:
::Sets weapons to the left and right of co-ordinates and fires::

XO Starks says:
@ :: Decloaks vessels and opens fire with a full volley of disruptor cannons ::

Ens Fada says:
:: smiles ::

Host Admiral K’rust says:
ACTION: The BOP becomes visible on the Pharaohs viewscreen... directly ahead.

CO McPhee says:
All: Fire!!!

Host Admiral K’rust says:
@XO: Fire! full spread!

Ens Fada says:
:: sends damage control teams out ::

CTO Horn says:
::Re-calculates weapons and fires torps::

CNS Janan says:
::nods, has to agree with the CO this time::

XO Starks says:
@ :: launches a torpedo at close fly by range in addition to the disrupter burst::

Ens Fada says:
:: evasive maneuvers ::

CO McPhee says:
::grabs the chair even harder::

Host Admiral K’rust says:
@XO: good mind reading James!

XO Starks says:
@ :: smiles at the compliment::

CTO Horn says:
::Once ship flies past, locks on with aft weapons and fires::

CNS Janan says:
::prepare the OPS station to compensate should any essential systems need it::

CTO Horn says:
FCO: Come about


CO McPhee says:
::thinks:: Starks...he wants to kill me, too.

CTO Horn says:
CNS: Can we lock a tractor beam on the ship?

Host Admiral K’rust says:
ACTION: The two ships shudder with shield damage and over run each other

Ens Fada says:
CTO: Coming about for another pass!

XO Starks says:
@ ADM: cloak sir?

Host Admiral K’rust says:
@All: Evasive and cloak!

CO McPhee says:
All: Evasive maneuvers!

Ens Fada says:
:: allocating energy for the next pass ::

XO Starks says:
@ :: cloaks the ship ::

CNS Janan says:
CTO: I could try but is it advisable in battle?

CTO Horn says:
::Quickly re-locks weapons on ship and fires and charged weapons::

Ens Fada says:
CTO: Did we maintain our lock on them?

CTO Horn says:
CNS: If we a tractor on them, then we know where they are ::she says with a smile on her face::

Host Admiral K’rust says:
@CSO: Mr. Stidd? Will the Tachyons mask us?

CNS Janan says:
CTO: They have cloaked again :;sighs::

CSO Stidd says:
@Adm: For at least another 10 minutes while they try to compensate, sir.  I am preparing an ionic burst to also blind the sensors when the time is right, sir.

CO McPhee says:
CTO: Say...I might be wrong, but aren't our mass ratios wrong? A tractor beam might rips us apart!

CTO Horn says:
FCO: Can you plot a possible course from their last known position?

XO Starks says:
@ ALL: cloak still operational 

Ens Fada says:
CTO: I can calculate possibilities.  :: starts working on it ::

XO Starks says:
@ CSO: what kinda damage did we do Mr. Stidd?

CNS Janan says:
CO/CTO: It may do but I am not expert.

CTO Horn says:
CO: We don't need to hold them for long. Just long enough to knock out their cloaking device

CO McPhee says:
CTO: Sounds good...can I help?

CSO Stidd says:
@XO: Damage to shields only.  Their shields are down to 97% but they are holding.

CTO Horn says:
CO: Can you give a damage report on that last pass that they did?

XO Starks says:
@ ALL: we need to hit them allot harder then that

CO McPhee says:
::brightens a bit:: CTO: Aye.

Ens Fada says:
:: prepares for the next volley ::

CO McPhee says:
::begins to compile the report with a painful slowness::

CTO Horn says:
CNS: Try configuring the sensors to look for moving voids. See if that works

Host Admiral K’rust says:
@All: Bah! What? come about behind them, less armor and shields. Set Disruptors and Phasers at Max overload!

CSO Stidd says:
@::Thinks for a bit then speaks:: XO: What if you target the port side of level 4, where the shields are weakest.  That should also take out weapons.


CNS Janan says:
::nods and triple checks her scans:: Self: I'm looking.

CTO Horn says:
FCO: Plot a course to their last known position

Host Admiral K’rust says:
ACTION: The CNS's screen shows a "void" coming up fast from behind

Ens Fada says:
CTO: Aye, sir.  1/2 impulse.

XO Starks says:
@ ALL: got it.. targeting starboard aft quarter....weapons set to max power as soon as we decloak

CTO Horn says:
FCO: Evasive maneuvers. Come about

Ens Fada says:
:: reinforces rear shields and prepares a High Energy Turn ::

XO Starks says:
@ ADM: ready sir

CNS Janan says:
CTO: I have the tractor beam ready, are you sure you want to try and catch them?

CTO Horn says:
::::brings weapons up to bear and prepares to fire on the moving void once in position::

Host Admiral K’rust says:
@ XO: Fire

XO Starks says:
@ :: decloaks::

Ens Fada says:
:: prepares the tractor beam :: 

CO McPhee says:
CTO: Let's see...Shields at 96% and holding...Pulse cannons fully charged...lateral strips...do we have these?

XO Starks says:
 @ :: and fires disruptors::

Ens Fada says:
:: brings the Pharaoh right upside the Klingon Ship ::

Ens Fada says:
CTO: Ready with the tractor, Sir!

Host Admiral K’rust says:
ACTION: The BOP appears in "knife fight" range behind the Pharaoh

CTO Horn says:
::Once ship is decloaked, locks on with weapons::

XO Starks says:
@ ::continues firing disruptor cannons at pharaoh::

CTO Horn says:
CNS: Tractor ready?

Ens Fada says:
CTO: Shall I engage the tractor!?

CTO Horn says:
Yes

Ens Fada says:
CTO: Tractor engaging...

XO Starks says:
@ ADM: they are going to try and hold us!

CTO Horn says:
::Once tractor locked on, fires everything at the ship::

Host Admiral K’rust says:
ACTION: The Klingon volley takes out a side shield and does some damage to the ship... the tractor beam goes off line from a power surge

CNS Janan says:
::looks at her console as it goes mad:: FCO/CTO We have to move it, that Bird hurts us there. Thank you for the Tractor Fada.

XO Starks says:
@ ADM: we took out their tractor beam sir!

CTO Horn says:
ALL: Darn

Ens Fada says:
All: )(*&)(!

CTO Horn says:
::seeing the BOP still decloaked, targets their engineering section and fires::

CSO Stidd says:
@ALL: Starboard shield is down on the Pharaoh. ::Looks at the Adm:: ADM: Qa’pla

CTO Horn says:
FCO: Move us away

Ens Fada says:
:: Moves the Pharaoh away from the BOP ::

CO McPhee says:
All: This is not good.  :: Tactical information floods his station::

CTO Horn says:
CNS: I see that our Starboard shield is down. Concentrate all sensors on that side. That is most likely where the next attack will come from

Host Admiral K’rust says:
ACTION: The Pharaoh wields a deadly blow to the BOP. effected systems include the Cloaking device.

XO Starks says:
@ ALL: cloak is offline! routing power to shields!

Ens Fada says:
:: works on repairing the power surge damage ::

CNS Janan says:
::attempts to give the CTO as much power for shields and weapons as she can without sacrificing life-support::

Host Admiral K’rust says:
@ :: feels the ship lurch:: CSO Report!

CO McPhee says:
CTO: We've lost part of our shield system. They can beam on board!

CNS Janan says:
CTO: Nice Shot!

CTO Horn says:
CO: Thank you sir

Ens Fada says:
:: attempting to power the downed shield ::

CTO Horn says:
FCO: While the BOP is decloaked, keep our weak side away from them

Ens Fada says:
CTO: Starboard section, sir.

CO McPhee says:
::stabs a button his panel:: Security: Security, prepare to repel boarders!

Host Admiral K’rust says:
@ All: bring us about! let's finish this.



XO Starks says:
@ CSO: Stidd!  Runs to his stations and point at the shield hole on his screen:: CSO: can you get a transport beam through there?!

Ens Fada says:
CTO: Yes, ma'am.  

XO Starks says:
@ ADM: I have an idea sir!

CTO Horn says:
::Seeing the BOP is still de-cloaked:: ALL Fire another volley at the ship

CSO Stidd says:
@::Begins to flood the area with Ionic theta waves to blind them::  ADM: We lost the cloak and some other systems, I am flooding the area with Ionic Theta waves to blind them.

Host Admiral K’rust says:
ACTION: Damage control on the Pharaoh report that the tractor beam is back on line

Ens Fada says:
CTO: I've got the tractor beam working again.

CSO Stidd says:
@XO: I can, but it is going to be tricky to do.

Host Admiral K’rust says:
@ XO: Guns?

CTO Horn says:
FCO: Thank you

Ens Fada says:
Computer: Status of starboard shield...

CO McPhee says:
::fumbles at his belt looking for a phaser. There is none.::

CTO Horn says:
CNS: Can you lock on them. Lets try this again

XO Starks says:
@ ::runs back to weapons station and begins to configure a torpedo::

Ens Fada says:
CTO: Shield is back up, sir.

CTO Horn says:
FCO: Keep the shield down

CTO Horn says:
FCO: Make them think that we are still disabled on that side

Ens Fada says:
CTO: Yes, ma'am  :: grins ::   Tractor is ready.

CNS Janan says:
::attempts to get a lock:: FCO: I should be able to.

XO Starks says:
@ CSO: I've got a timed torpedo warhead ready to transport try as best you can to beam it through that shield breach!

CO McPhee says:
CTO: What! That's crazy! Belay that order, helmsman.  Shields up.

CTO Horn says:
::Attempts to lock on the engineering section again on the BOP::

Host Admiral K’rust says:
ACTION: The Pharaoh grabs the BOP in a tractor beam, rendering it unable to turn its guns to bear.

CTO Horn says:
CO: IF they think we are weak there, that is where they will attack

CNS Janan says:
CTO: I must say it would be nice to have some shields there even just damaged.

Ens Fada says:
CTO: The BOP has a weak shield facing us now.

CTO Horn says:
::Once tractor locked on, fires all weapons again::

CSO Stidd says:
@::Begins the transporter sequence and tries to beam it through the breech::

CTO Horn says:
CO: We can always raise the shield if we need to

CO McPhee says:
CTO: Let's just give them an invitation to kill us.

XO Starks says:
@ ALL: we're locked in their beam. For god's sake Stidd engage the transporter!

Ens Fada says:
CTO: Shall I raise that shield now?

CNS Janan says:
::looks eagerly at the CTO::



CSO Stidd says:
@XO: Gods sake or not, the transporter still needs the same amount of time to cycle, sir.

CTO Horn says:
CNS: Stand by ::Waits for sensors to record damage done to the BOP::

CO McPhee says:
FCO: Raise the shield! Fire! do something!

Host Admiral K’rust says:
ACTION: An overload slows the TR cycling process

Ens Fada says:
:: raises the shield to minimum ::

CNS Janan says:
::smiles to the FCO:: FCO: A little shielding there is a comfort.

CTO Horn says:
ENS: Break tractor lock

Host Admiral K’rust says:
@ ENG: What is the problem! GIVE ME MORE POWER!

CTO Horn says:
FCO Raise shield and move us away

CO McPhee says:
CTO: We've hurt them on the ventral.

CSO Stidd says:
@XO: Dealing with an overload sir, resetting and trying again.

Ens Fada says:
CTO: Break the lock, sir?

Host Admiral K’rust says:
@ FCO: anti tractor! pull away!

CO McPhee says:
FCO: Fire!!! All weapons! There, there, there! Points to weak spot in the BOP's shield grid!

CSO Stidd says:
@::Transports the torpedo through the breached shield::

Ens Fada says:
CTO: We've got them, sir, fire!

CTO Horn says:
::Fires weapons again on the ship targeting the engineering section::

Host Admiral K’rust says:
ACTION: The full fury of the Pharaoh is felt on the BOP, the little ships guns cut the Klingon in half.

CO McPhee says:
::whoops::

Ens Fada says:
:: watches the BOP on screen ::

XO Starks says:
@ :: shakes violently as simulated sparks fly about the bridge ::

Host Admiral K’rust says:
ACTION: K'rust, Stidd and Starks find themselves sitting in a white room.

CTO Horn says:
::looks on sensors at the destruction::

Host Admiral K’rust says:
@Computer: Open egress to the pharaoh simulation!

CSO Stidd says:
@::Looks to the Adm:: Adm: I find it hard to believe that those strategies were anything of the CO's.

CO McPhee says:
All: We did it!

CNS Janan says:
::looks at the others on the simulated bridge::

XO Starks says:
@ ADM: true, that smelled of Horn's doing

Host Admiral K’rust says:
@XO: Agreed...

CTO Horn says:
COMPUTER: Transfer all command codes back to CO McPhee

Host Admiral K’rust says:
@All: follow me. The admiral walks through the view screen of the pharaoh and on to the bridge

Ens Fada says:
:: looks to see if the CTO got out of the 'big chair' before the Admiral, XO and 2nd arrived.

CSO Stidd says:
@::Follows the Adm::


 XO Starks says:
@ ::follow Admiral onto mock Pharaoh bridge ::

CO McPhee says:
::slumps backwards::

CTO Horn says:
::Sees the ADM:: ALL: Attention on deck

CNS Janan says:
::looks across as they appear on the bridge, she smiles acknowledging them::

Ens Fada says:
:: stands at attention ::

CO McPhee says:
::weakly stands::

CNS Janan says:
::standing to attention on the CTO's command::

CSO Stidd says:
::Stands beside the XO::

CO McPhee says:
ADM: Mission accomplished, sir. My crew performed up to the high Pharaoh standards.

Host Admiral K’rust says:
All: Well Done! :: Points at CO:: May I present Admiral McPhee!

Ens Fada says:
:: claps (that he'll be leaving) ::

CSO Stidd says:
Self: Most illogical.

CO McPhee says:
::puffs air out of his cheeks::

CTO Horn says:
CO: Congratulations Admiral

XO Starks says:
CO McPhee: Congratulations sir good luck on you new assignment :: whispers:: may it be far, far from here

CNS Janan says:
::manages to utter only a couple of words:: CO: Congratulations Sir.

CO McPhee says:
::smiles with triumph:: ADM: Thank you, Admiral ::whispers:: I hope I never see these people again::

CSO Stidd says:
::Ignores the CO, his thoughts are elsewhere::

Host Admiral K’rust says:
CO: Congratulations Lance! I hope you find Diplomacy and Administration satisfying

Host Admiral K’rust says:
Computer: End Program!

CTO Horn says:
::Glad she helped to get rid of a problem::

CO McPhee says:
ADM: It will, K'Rust. It will. FCO: Horn: It was good serving with you.

Host Admiral K’rust says:
ACTION: The familiar grid of the huge holodeck re-appears

Ens Fada says:
CO: ::nods::  Sir.  :: smiles ::

CO McPhee says:
::gives Horn a knowing look::

CTO Horn says:
CO: Thank you sir.

CTO Horn says:
::Still a little shaky about what she just did::

CSO Stidd says:
::Walks off, somewhat disturbed::

Host Admiral K’rust says:
***** End Mission ********

